Polarons in metal oxides are important in processes such as catalysis, high temperature superconductivity, and dielectric breakdown in nanoscale electronics. Here, we study the behavior of electron small polarons associated with oxygen vacancies at rutile TiO 2 ð110Þ, using a combination of low temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), density functional theory, and classical molecular dynamics calculations. We find that the electrons are symmetrically distributed around isolated vacancies at 78 K, but as the temperature is reduced, their distributions become increasingly asymmetric, confirming their polaronic nature. By manipulating isolated vacancies with the STM tip, we show that particular configurations of polarons are preferred for given locations of the vacancies, which we ascribe to small residual electric fields in the surface. We also form a series of vacancy complexes and manipulate the Ti ions surrounding them, both of which change the associated electronic distributions. Thus, we demonstrate that the configurations of polarons can be engineered, paving the way for the construction of conductive pathways relevant to resistive switching devices.
When an electronic charge carrier is introduced into a polarizable material, it can either be delocalized over a number of symmetrically equivalent sites, or it can become localized at just one of them. In the latter case, the equilibrium positions of the surrounding lattice ions are altered to the extent that a potential well for the charge carrier is formed, in which it becomes strongly bound and immobilized. This self-trapped carrier, together with the surrounding displaced ions, forms a quasiparticle called a small polaron (henceforth referred to simply as a polaron) [1] . Polarons, both in the perfect lattice and bound to defects, are believed to play a central role in the physics and chemistry of many metal oxides, being implicated in phenomena as diverse as photolysis [2] , high-T c superconductivity [3] , and resistive switching [4] . For this reason, numerous studies have been carried out on technologically relevant oxide materials in which self-trapping is believed to occur [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Typical preparation procedures of metal oxide samples under ultra-high vacuum lead to the formation of oxygen vacancies. Such defects have long been thought to be the predominant active sites at oxide surfaces, and in the case of the (110) surface of the model oxide rutile TiO 2 , this has been demonstrated very clearly in recent years [17] [18] [19] [20] . The structure of rutile TiO 2 ð110Þ is characterized by rows of fivefold coordinated Ti ions that alternate with rows of bridging oxygen ions. When a bridging oxygen vacancy (O b -vac) is formed via the removal of a neutral oxygen containing species (e.g., [21, 22] , the spatial distributions of these "excess" electrons have been the subject of intense research in recent years, which is still ongoing. The growing consensus from theoretical calculations is that they localize on just two Ti ions close to O b -vacs, reducing the formal charge of the former from þ4 to þ3 [6, 23] , and may therefore be considered as polarons bound to the O b -vac [24] . Furthermore, theory predicts that the Ti 3þ ions reside preferentially in the subsurface layer, although they may also populate the surface layer at higher temperatures [12, 23] .
On the other hand, the picture provided by the results of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments presented in the literature is ambiguous: Minato et al. [25] observed a symmetric four-lobe structure of the excess electrons at 78 K, whereas Papageorgiou et al. [8] found an asymmetric two-lobe distribution at 5 K. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear; it could be due to the different temperatures used in the two studies, or it could be that the high density of O b -vacs in the latter study caused the excess electrons to interact with each other [8] . Furthermore, while resonant photoelectron diffraction [26] 
supports the idea
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that the excess electrons reside at the subsurface, it is not clear that these would be observable in STM experiments.
Here, we employ STM at temperatures between 7 and 78 K to provide evidence of the polaronic character of the excess electrons associated with O b -vacs on rutile TiO 2 ð110Þ, and furthermore, to show that they may be manipulated using the STM tip.
Briefly, the experiments were performed using an ultrahigh vacuum, low temperature STM apparatus, configured to take measurements of the current at both positive bias (probing the empty states of the sample) and negative bias (probing the filled states) simultaneously. Values for the negative bias were chosen so as to probe only states within the band gap and not those in the valence band of the material. In order to obtain a sample which is sufficiently conductive at 7 K, yet exhibits O b -vacs which are well separated, we used a special three-step preparation procedure involving the reaction of O b -vacs with water and removal of H from the resulting bridging hydroxyl groups. No unusual behavior compared to as-prepared surfaces was observed. See the Supplemental Material for further details [27] . Figure 1 shows typical empty-and filled-state STM images of isolated O b -vacs recorded at 78, 16, and 7 K. The empty-state images do not change with temperature, so we focus solely on the filled-state images. At 78 K, all the O b -vacs have an excess electron distribution with a four-lobe structure [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The lobes are arranged so that the electron distribution exhibits 2mm symmetry about the O b -vac, with mirror symmetry about both the [001] and ½110 axes, which is consistent with earlier measurements by Minato et al. [25] .
At 16 K [ Fig. 1(c) ], although the electron distribution around the O b -vac retains a four-lobe structure, two of the lobes appear much brighter, breaking the original mirror symmetry. This symmetry breaking is common to all the O b -vacs that we sampled at 16 K, some having three brighter lobes and some having two, as in Fig. 1(c) . The asymmetry in the spatial distribution of the excess electrons is even more pronounced at 7 K. Only two bright lobes are present, and these are oriented either directly across the row [ Fig. 1(d) ], along the row [ Fig. 1(e) ], or diagonally across it [ Fig. 1(f) ]. This asymmetry also appeared in spatially resolved scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements performed at 5 K [8] , although we emphasize that in that earlier study, interactions between nearby O b -vacs could not be ruled out.
We believe that the temperature dependence of the electronic distribution around the O b -vacs can be understood only if the excess electrons associated with O b -vacs are indeed polarons [28, 29] . Two of the defining properties of polaronic trapping are the formation of multiple local structural minima associated with their presence at different lattice sites and the fact that their movement occurs via thermally activated hopping; thus, in contrast to charge carriers occupying delocalized states, the diffusion of selftrapped carriers increases with temperature. In the case of a polaron bound to an O b -vac, the polaron is constrained to hop around the vacancy because of its electrostatic interaction with the positively charged vacancy; thus, it is both trapped (at the defect) and self-trapped (at one of a number of equivalent sites) [30] .
Previously, an energy barrier of 24 meV was found for electron polaron hopping in rutile TiO 2 [31] . Using this value in a simple Arrhenius expression together with an attempt frequency of 10 13 Hz (which corresponds to a typical phonon frequency) gives a polaron hopping frequency on the order of 10 −5 Hz at 7 K and 10 11 Hz at 78 K. Thus, given that the time scale of the STM scans is on the order of minutes, we would expect the electronic distribution around an isolated O b -vac at 78 K with a perfectly isotropic environment to be representative of thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, we would expect the distribution observed at 7 K to arise from kinetic trapping of the polarons in one of a number of symmetrically equivalent, and therefore degenerate, configurations. If this is the case, manipulation of a particular vacancy at 7 K should lead to a redistribution of the electrons around it, a hypothesis that we now go on to consider.
We use our methodology of precise vacancy manipulation (described in the Supplemental Material [27] ) to modify the surface in a way that allows us to explore the dependence of the polaron configuration on the local environment. Figure 2 shows three sequential images recorded during manipulation of a single O b -vac (the full movie is given in Supplemental Movie S1 [27] ). It can be seen clearly from the filled-state image in Fig. 2(e) two lobes have moved from their positions in Fig. 2(d) so that their locations relative to the O b -vac remain unchanged. Our explanation for this is that the observed asymmetric configuration represents the sole ground state. As such, following the manipulation pulses, the polaron distribution relaxes back to this sole ground state rather than being kinetically trapped in one of a number of degenerate ground states. It is well known that oxide surfaces have a nonuniform local potential [32] , and we believe that these sorts of variations explain the preferential positioning of the polarons at different locations. To illustrate this point, at 7 K, an energetic preference for a given configuration of just 1 meV would lead to a Boltzmann weight which is approximately 5 times larger than that of the next most stable configuration.
Adding further support to this interpretation, we have also observed reversible changes in the polaron distribution around a vacancy which was manipulated back and forth between two locations. These images are shown in Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material [27] .
As mentioned above, empty-state imaging of O b -vacs is well understood [33] [34] [35] , but filled-state imaging has received significantly less attention [8, 25, 36] . Thus, the imaging mechanism itself merits some discussion. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , our density functional theory calculations indicate that, while the major contribution to the excess electron distribution is from d z 2 orbitals (z being normal to the surface) of (formally) Ti 3þ ions in the second layer of Ti atoms, there are also some contributions from Ti ions at the surface, and it is the electron density decaying into the vacuum above these surface ions that is responsible for the filled-state images. Furthermore, we note that the minor changes in the calculated appearance of the excess electrons upon changes in their proximity to the O b -vac, also shown in Fig. 3 , indicates that their polaronic character in rutile TiO 2 is relatively little affected, even when they are subjected to significant perturbations such as the electrostatic field of the O b -vac. Thus, we believe that the excess electrons associated with O b -vacs are representative of both bound and unbound polaronic species, an assertion which has also been made recently by other authors [37] .
Notwithstanding the long-ranged potential variations which we believe to be responsible for the preference of a given polaron configuration around an otherwise isolated vacancy, by forming aggregates of vacancies, we now go on to show that we can effectively manipulate the excess electrons by changing their local environments.
By applying a series of þ4 V pulses to several O b -vacs, we formed O b -vac dimers and trimers (see Supplemental Movies S2 and S3 [27] ), as well as a tetramer, at 7 K. In the empty states [ Fig. 4(a) ], the dimer is characterized by an elliptical protrusion with a spatial extent of two lattice units along the O b 2− row. In the filled states [ Fig. 4(b) ], the electron distribution appears to comprise four bright lobes and a central spot appearing less bright than the lobes. The four bright lobes, which are located on the nearest Ti 5c neighbors to the O b -vac dimer, are of unequal brightness, consistent with earlier measurements [36] where O b -vac dimers were formed in an uncontrolled way during a þ3 V scan on the TiO 2 ð110Þ surface at temperatures of 80 K and above. This symmetry breaking once again is indicative of the polaronic nature of the excess electrons in contrast with Fig. 4(c) ], the trimer is characterized by a set of two perpendicularly aligned dumbbell shapes, the brighter of which is parallel to the O b row. In the filled-state image [ Fig. 4(d) ], the excess electron distribution is characterized by a dumbbell shape, with the excess electrons mainly populating the nearest Ti 5c sites and, to a lesser extent, the center of the trimer.
By applying an electrical pulse (þ3.75 V, 0.2 s) to a cross-dumbbell trimer [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) ], the structure of the trimer is transformed. In the empty-state image [ Fig. 4(e) ], the trimer is now characterized by a mushroom shape: it has a stem consisting of a dark, round feature that resides at the bottom-right corner and a bright cap comprising an elliptical part and a round part that are located at the top-right and bottom-left corners of the trimer, respectively. In the filled-state image [ Fig. 4(f) ], it has a three-lobe structure with a triangular configuration.
We examine whether or not this transformation is reversible by applying additional electrical pulses to the mushroom trimer in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). Following an electrical pulse, the mushroom transforms into a structure which is equivalent but reflected across the ½110 axis, as shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h). Another pulse causes the trimer to revert to the original cross-dumbbell shape. We emphasize that each transformation is accompanied by a corresponding change in the excess electron distribution; thus, pulsing of the trimer alters the distribution of the excess electrons in a controlled and reversible way. Simulated empty-and filled-state STM images for the O b -vac dimer, two types of trimers, and a tetramer are shown in Supplemental Fig. S3 [27] .
Our simulations show that when a cross-dumbbell trimer transforms into the mushroom structure, one of the two most undercoordinated Ti ions at the center of the vacancy complex is relocated to a subsurface octahedral interstitial site, increasing its coordination number from 4 to 6. Each of the two Ti ions can relocate to the left or right of their original positions, accounting for the reflection symmetries observed in the experiments. This gives a total of five structural configurations: four mushrooms and one cross dumbbell (one of the mushroom configurations is illustrated in Supplemental Fig. S3 [27] ). According to our calculations, the electrons are redistributed around the vacancy complex following the structural changes but remain well localized in all the configurations considered; thus, in effect, the polarons are manipulated by the STM tip via the induced structural changes.
While the cross-dumbbell and mushroom configurations are essentially equal in energy to within the accuracy of the calculations, the energy barrier for the transformation between the two structures was calculated to be ∼0.3 eV, which should prevent thermal conversion at the low temperatures used in our experiments. This is consistent with the fact that we do not observe any change to the structure of a trimer without applying a tip pulse.
Finally, we note that the susceptibility of the vacancy complexes to such distortions appears to be a fairly general feature. The nonlinear appearance of the tetramer in the experiment [Figs. 4(i) and 4(j)] is due to a similar displacement of a Ti ion that enables the system to gain ∼0.5 eV in energy (see Supplemental Fig. S3 [27] ).
To summarize, we have shown that the excess electrons associated with O b -vacs on TiO 2 ð110Þ are polaronic in nature, but that their precise distribution around isolated vacancies at low temperatures is governed by electric fields in the surface. However, their distribution can be controlled by manipulating the O b -vacs into complexes of several adjacent vacancies. We have shown that the electrons 116402-4 around a vacancy trimer can be made to adopt a number of configurations, which can be selected by an STM tip pulse. Thus, we demonstrate that it is possible to engineer the configurations of polarons, which allows for the study of their interactions and which may allow the construction of directional conduction pathways. This could be important, for example, in memristive devices. 
